UCRL=l081 Ilford C-2 emulsions, 200 microns thick 11 were exposed in the coilimated x-ray beam from the Berkeley 322 Mev synchrotron., Exposures were made at synchrotron energies of 322, 242, a.nd'l61 Mev, and the monitor ionization ·chamber was calibrated relative to pair production cross sections at each of the three energies by the method described by Blocker 8 Kenney, and Pe.nofsky., 1
The complete are~ covered by the beam (3/8 in., circle) on each plate has been scanned for two and more prong ste.rso Because of' the impossibility of distinguishing between e. two prong star and e. scatter in the track of a single particle in e. large number of cases.!) two prong stars were classified as either possible or probable. Because of the e.rbi trariness and. the difficulty of setting sufficiently precise cri terie. for this dist:i..nctiono the two prong data i. s regarded as _essentially qualitative., All events within 5o 5 microns of either surface of the emulsion after processing·were disce.rded 0 and the minimum prong range counted "\' V' B.S 3 micronso
The yields of stars with various numbers of prongs are shown in Table I .,
The 322 Mev yields are nonnalized to an emulsion thickness before processing of 2:00 microns and an exposure of 108 "equivalent quanta. 0 ~u or 322 x 108 Mev total energy in the complete bremsstrahlung spectrum., The yields at the other energies are nonne.lized to the same thickness and to exposures that contain the same number of quanta. per Mev interval at 32 Mev., The uncertainties indicated. in the table are the standard deviations due to counting statistics only.,
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The prong spectrum of the 322 Mev yield is similar to that. reported by . -Kikuchi3 2 the difference in the minimum prong length counted probably ao= counts for the discrepancieso Using the nominal partial densiti~s of emulsion elements given by the manufacturer/) and assuming that star production cross sections are proportional to mass number 8 the 322 Mev yield of 3 . .
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where N 322 (E) is the number of quanta per Mev in 322 Mev bremsstwahlung 0 etc.,
The inte~rated meson production cross sections of silver listed in Table ±l: have been calculated from the measured carbon cross sections 0 
